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Abstract: In this paper we will discuss about some La Tene features discovered
at Dămăroaia site, in northern Bucharest. Along with the stratigrafical and chronological
issues, we will address the findings, especially the pottery, in a statistical fashion. Our
findings reveal a relatively small-scale habitation on the banks of the Colentina River that
has a seasonal but repetitive character.
Rezumat: În această lucrare vom discuta despre o serie de complexe din a doua
jumătate a epocii fierului descoperite in situl de la Dămăroaia, în nordul Bucureştiului.
Pe lângă problemele de stratigrafie şi cronologie, vom prezenta artefactele, cu precădere
ceramica, într-o manieră statistică. Cercetarea noastră indică o locuire relativ redusă ca
importanţă, sezonieră, dar cu un caracter repetitiv.

Dămăroaia site is located in the northern part of Bucharest, having
as approximate limits Griviţa Lake to the north, Neajlovului St. to the south,
Elocinţei St. to the west and Dămăroaia cemetery to the east1.Griviţa Lake is a
recent natural feature, and it appeared as the result of a project of damming an
regulate the course of Colentina River in 1931-1933. This small plain river (98
km) has its origins in the hilly area of Dâmboviţa County, at 330 m altitude and
2 km north of Bolovani Village.
The rivers basin has a surface of 526 km2 and used to form in Bucharest
and around it, even before 1931, many ponds and marshlands. Currently, the
lakes on Colentina River, have a total surface of 2000 ha.
History of research
The first investigations of this site were made by Dinu V. Rosetti in 19301931, when he found Bronze Age materials, dacian cremation graves and other
features dated in 6th-7th centuries A.D. and 10th-11th century A.D.2.
Muzeul Municipiului București.
Mănucu Adameşteanu et alii 2006, p. 100-102.
2
Rosetti 1935, p. 61-64. Turcu 1969, p. 171-172.
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Later in the ‘70s, other excavations in this site have revealed several
dwellings dated to 2nd-1st century B.C3 and 1st century B.C-1st century A.D period4.
During 2005-2007 in the archaeological site of Dămăroaia took place
several rescue excavations with archaeologists from MMB, MNIR and INMI5.
Their research revealed finds from the Neolithic period (Boian culture),
and Bronze Age period (Tei and Glina cultures). Finds from Hallstatt and La
Tène Period were found only from the excavations from Aleea Scroviştea no.
60 and no. 90, consisting of residual potsherds discovered in archaeological
complex from other periods6.
Migration Period is also well represented. Archaeological excavations
uncovered 6 sunken-floored buildings and one oven in four sites (Aleea
Scroviştea no. 60, no. 83, no. 90 and Neajlovului no. 59 - 63) that can be dated
one at the end of 5th century (early 6th century ?), and the others -6th to 7th
century A.D.
Dămăroaia archeological site is one of many La Tène sites located on the
banks of Colentina River. From west to east we can mention Buftea, Străuleşti,
Dămăroaia, Herăstrău, Lacul Tei, Ziduri între Vii, Pantelimon, Căţelu Nou,
Tînganu, Căldăraru7.
The excavation from 2013 at Dămăroaia site, took place on Neajlov St.,
no. 87-95 (Plate I). It was a rescue excavation project determined by a real
estate private investment. The total surface of the property was 5963 m2, and
we have excavated almost 1774 m2, with an average digging depth of 1,5 m. We
have researched 9 trenches of various lengths, and widths between 2,00-2,50
m. The excavation was performed on stratigraphic levels but also on altimetric
units of 10 to 15 cm.
The excavation revealed features from different cultural periods as
following: a dwelling and two waste pits dating to Cernavodă culture, IInd phase;
two dwellings and 21 pits (20 waste pits and a storage pit), dating to La Tène
period and two dwellings, dating to the 6th-7th century A.D. Another 17 features
were uncovered but could not be assigned to any period due to the lack of
archaeological material.
The subject of this paper are seven La Tène features F.4, F. 11, F. 18, F. 19,
F. 23, F. 36 and F. 39. (Plate II).
The general stratigraphy of the site is limited to three major layers:
Mandache 1981, p. 291.
Stoia 1977, p. 359, punct 20/b.
5
Mănucu Adameşteanu et alii 2006, p. 100-102.
6
Mănucu Adameşteanu et alii 2008, p. 76-80.
7
Turcu 1972, p. 66.
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1. the first one is the top soil layer (0-0,20 m). This is characterized by a
black, homogenous and hard soil, in which modern materials such as bricks, tin
cans and plastic containers were found.
2. the second layer (-0,20-0,50 m) is characterized by a light brown,
homogenous and firm soil that contains frequent sub-angular and angular
inclusions such as pebbles, wattle-and-daub, pottery and bones fragments.
This is the layer in which evidence of ancient anthropic activity is present, and
is the starting point of all of the pit type features and dwellings that we have
discovered. The soil is severely degraded by climatic factors such as freezing
and thawing, and it was impossible to establish more detailed stratigraphic
observation between the different features in connection with this second layer.
3. the third layer is characterized by a yellow sandy, firm and homogenous
soil that contains calcareous sub angular inclusions and sub rounded and
rounded pebbles. This layer is free of any archeological evidence, except the
fact that most features are dug into it.

Feature no. 4, Dwelling no. 1 (Plates III-IV).
The dwelling was found in section 1, square 36-37 at approximately 0,80 m. Part of it was under the western profile of the section, and for this reason
an extension of 5,30 x 2,50 m was made. It was a semi-sunken dwelling (up to
-1,10 m) with a rectangular shape (3,20 m x 2,80 m) and rounded corners (Plate
IV). The filing material was a black friable soil, mixed with sub-rounded burnt
fragments of wattle and daub, small angular fragments of charcoal, pottery and
animal bones. In the south-western corner we have found fragments of a charred
piece of wood (10x10 cm), probably the remains of some kind of furniture. The
dwelling had no intentionally made floor, no fire installation or any other type of
structure inside. The inventory consists in 195 pottery fragments, a sharpening
sandy stone tool and a bronze ring (Plate V-VII) discovered in the south-western
part of the dwelling, in the upper part of its filling.
Out of the 195 pottery fragments, we have identified at least 46
vessels, the most common shape being hand crafted jars (67%) (Plate VI) and
wheel thrown storage vessels (11%) (Plate VII/113, 108) These are followed
statistically by hand made storage vessels (9%) (Plate VII/106), wheel thrown
cups (7%) and in a lower percentage (about 2%) fruit plates (Plate VI/127, 109,
116, 129) and biconical vessels. The ratio between handmade and wheel made
pottery is 91% to 9%.
From a typological point of view, this assemblage is composed of
handmade pottery (178 pottery fragments): 31 jars (big and small with different
107
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types of decoration) (Plate V), one biconical vessel (Plate VII/124), 4 large
storage vessels (Plate VII/106, VI/152); 17 wheel thrown (Plate VI/116), wheel
coiled (Plate VII/113) and wheel finished (Plate VII/124) pottery fragments:
8 fragments from 6 vessels fired in an oxidizing environment: 5 large storage
vessels and one biconical pot; 9 fragments from 4 vessels fired in an partly
reducing environment (3 mugs and one fruit bowl).
The handmade pottery is crafted mostly out of coarse paste, which is
mixed with high amount of sand, small pebbles and grog, which is a characteristic
of handmade dacian pottery8. The sand and pebbles are not necessarily to be
considered as temper, as this could be the natural matrix of the clay sources
available in the area. An argument in this respect could be the consistency of the
third layer on our general stratigraphy.
The firing of these pots is generally oxidized with colors ranging from
light to dark brown. Most of the pots are incompletely burnt, as the core of the
sherds is black.
The decoration is rare and simple, consisting mainly in incised vertical
lines and a wide range of plastic application such as alveolar bands around
the rim of the vessels, and different types of buttons. This type of decoration
is generally associated with the most common jar type vessels. Also we have
noticed that the jars show evidence of secondary burning, and giving the fact
that they come from an unburned dwelling, we could argue that this type of
vessel was commonly used for cooking.
The wheel made pottery is mostly made from fine untempered paste,
fired in a partly reducing environment which gives its distinctive greyish color.
In this case the decoration is also rare and simple. The most common decoration
technique is incision. The motifs are generally parallel horizontal lines and
wave-like bands.
In addition to the three different wheel making techniques, we have
observed that on the wheel, pots were spun in both direction (from left to
right and vice-versa). This variety of pottery making techniques could suggest
multiple potters, witch in this case (Dwelling no. 1), suggests economical
exchange between the inhabitants and other people.
The shape repertoire and decoration motifs, suggest that the most
probable chronological frame for this assemblage is the third classical phase, 1st
century B.C. - 1st century A.D9.
The sharpening tool (7 x 3 cm) is made of sandy stone and shows traces
of usage.
8
9

Crişan 1966, p. 40.
Crişan 1969, p. 151-216.
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The bronze ring (2,4 cm diameter) is a very complex piece of jewelry. It
is made out of only one bronze bar, bent in the shape of a ring, having the ends
overlapped, forming three coil spirals. The bar of the ring was decorated with
multiple fine transversal grooves along its entire surface. This operation was
conducted prior to bending.
As analogy, a recent finding made by a metal detectors in Târgu Mureş,
places this type of ring in the 1st century B.C. The hoard discovered in Târgu
Mureş, consisted in 14 silver jewelry pieces: 3 necklaces, 7 rings, and 2 earrings
and 2 wires10.
In Muntenia and Oltenia, two other similar rings are to be found in the
collections of County Museum in Argeş, Piteşti. One of the rings was discovered
at Bălăneşti-La Izvor, Olt County11 and the other one at Gliganu de Jos-Măgura,
Argeş County12. Both rings are made of silver and they are dated to the 1st century
B.C. The silver ring from Bălăneşti-La Izvor is mentioned by Aurel Rustoiu along
with another similar bronze item, one found at Bărboasa-Gălăneşti. The author
date these rings also to the 2nd century BC - 1st century AD.13 Also made of bronze
is the ring discovered at Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului, in deposit no. 3 dated to
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.14.
The silver rings that we have found as analogies are also made from just
one single bar and share the same manufacturing technique as the one found in
Dwelling no. 1.

Feature no. 18, Dwelling no. 2 (Plates VIII-IX).
The dwelling was found in section 2, square 33-34 at approximately
-0,50 m. Part of it was under the western profile of the section, and for this
reason an extension of 5,00 x 2,50 m was made. It is a semi-sunken dwelling (up
to -0,90 m) that had an oval shape (3,50 m x 2,80 m). The filing material was
a black friable soil, mixed with few subrounded burnt fragments of wattle and
daub, small angular fragments of charcoal, large fragments of stones, pottery
and animal bones. Beside its shape, Dwelling no. 2 is very similar to Dwelling
no. 1. It also had no intentionally made floor, no fire installation or any other
type of structure inside.
The difference between these two dwellings consist in the quantity of
the finds. The inventory means 831 pottery fragments with a ratio between
handmade and wheel made pottery of 85% to 15%.

http://hartacomorii.blogspot.ro/2014/09/comoara-dacica-descoperita-langa-targu.html
Măndescu, 2007.
12
Măndescu, 2007a.
13
Rustoiu 1996, p. 295, fig. 59/19,20.
14
Sârbu et alii, 2007, p. 162, fig. 13/21a- b.
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Out of this amount of ceramic fragments (Plates X-XII), we have identified
at least 146 vessels, the most common shape being hand crafted jars (49%)
(Plate X) then wheel thrown cups (12%) (Plate XI/144, 214, 215, 218, 224),
wheel made bowls (11%) (Plate XII), hand crafted cups (10%), hand crafted
dacian cups and wheel made dishes (both with 5%), and some other types of
vessels such as large storage vessels (4%) and amphorae (2%).
Having a larger number of pottery fragments, the diversity is of course
higher in comparison with the previous dwelling. The shape repertoire and
decoration motifs are slightly larger in both categories (handmade and wheel
made). Instead, the firing and paste composition is practically the same.
In terms of decoration we see more complex motifs of alveolar bands
displayed on the bodies of jars, sometimes combined with incised oblique
and wave like lines, and different types of knobs and handles (rounded, subrounded, squared, double). From technological point of view, we encounter the
same variability, which leads us to the same type of conclusions.
Next to the dwelling (no more than 2 m to the south-west) we have
identified Feature no. 23, which is a set of three contemporaneous pits, very
similar in size (60-70 cm diameter) and shape. Feature no. 23 was found at the
same stratigraphic and altimetric level with dwelling no. 2. In analogy with the
characteristics of Feature no. 19 (next to be presented), we believe that these
pits used to contain large storage vessels, and if so, we could link these two
features together. Feature no. 23 could have been a storage facility outside
house no. 2.
The analysis of the ceramic material, shape repertoire and decoration
motifs, suggest that the most probable chronological frame for this assemblage
is also the third classical phase, 1st century B.C. – 1st century A.D.
Feature no. 19 (Plates XIII-XV).
As we have previously suggested this feature represents a storage facility.
It is a large irregular shape pit (about 4,00 x 2,00 m),that holds five visible
smaller pits, three of them having a storage vessel inside. This feature was also
discovered in section 2, square 48-50, at a depth of -0,72 m and continued up to
-1,02 m. In order to completely uncover this feature we have made an extension
of 4,60 m (N-S) x 1,90 m (E-W).
The filling of this storage unit consists in a grayish-brown soil, mixed
with small fragments of wattle-and-daub (Plate XIII). The finds in this feature
consist in 3 large wheel coiled storage vessels. Two of them were sunk in pits
up to the point of their maximum diameter. These pits were slightly larger
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than the vessels. The third vessel was discovered at a different altimetric and
stratigraphic level than the other two vessels, directly on the bottom of Feature
no. 19. Excepting the three large storage vessels, we have found only a small
amount of potsherds, and no animal bones.
The first two large wheel coiled storage vessels were discovered close
to one another (around 10-15 cm apart), standing in an upright position
(Plate XIV/4, XV/2). These two are also similar in terms of typology, size, paste
composition, firing, and means of manufacture. They are made from a fine,
untempered clay and burnt in a partially reducing environment, which gives
them the characteristic grayish color.
The only decorating features present on both pots are two large grooves,
just below the thick splay rim.
The third vessel was discovered at approximately 1,5 m south to the
other two (Plate XIV/2-3, XV/1). Typological it is not that different from the
other two, but it is bigger, has no decoration and it is burnt in a fully oxidizing
environment. Just like the other two, it is a wheel coiled manufactured vessel.
Because it was not buried in a pit, it was very fragmented so the top part was
scattered in and closely around the lower half of the pot.
On the bottom of Feature no. 19, close to the two buried pots, we have
identified two other pits, similar in diameter and depth, with the ones holding
the vessels. Their filing is slightly different from one of the main feature (Feature
19), which suggests that they either were prepared for other similar vessels and
never got to be used or they used to hold vessels, which at some point were
removed. Either way, the fact that the filling of these pits is different from the
one of the main feature, is evidence that there is a time difference between the
abandonment of the smaller pits and Feature no. 19.
The closest analogy is an archeological context from Popești Novaci
where a similar square shaped storage area (5,00 x 5,00 m) was discovered.
Inside it, there were 5 pits spread around a central heart that held 5 large
storage vessels similar to the ones we have discovered15.
The two buried pots (but also pottery from other features) were
completely restored soon after the excavation16. Following the restoration
process we measured the storage capacity of the first two vessels at around 100
liters each. The third vessel seems to be larger, but at this point we are not able
to determine its capacity.
Turcu 1979, p. 116, Pl. XXI/5, XX/6, fig. 15/2. Crişan 1969, p. 185, fig. 99.
Restoration made within the Laboratory of the Museum of Bucharest by Mihaela Ciobanu and
Petronela Fotea. Due to some technical and logistic issues, the third storage vessel is still „under
reconstruction” at the Laboratory.
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Waste pits
Feature no. 11 (Plate XVI-XVII).
Feature no. 11, discovered in Section 1, square 48 is a bell shaped waste
pit (-0,88-1,86 m). Its filling includes a large but incomplete mammal skeleton
(Plate XVI/1, XVII/1) and ceramic fragments from hand-crafted vessels (Plate
XVI/2, XVII/2). At -1,54 cm the diameter of the pit was 1,78 cm. Due to modern
interventions, we were not able to determine the stratigraphic level from which
the pit was dug. A layer of modern sand deposited on the bottom of a long
electricity cable trench covers the upper part of the pit.
The pit had three different layers of filling. First (layer 1) is a black soil,
with a soft consistency, mixed with small fragments of charcoal, numerous small
fragments of burnt wattle-and-daub and some large ones on the bottom of the
layer. The next one (layer 2) is a dark-yellowish layer, with a soft consistency,
mixed with a small amount of unburnt clay. No archeological materials were
found in this layer. The third layer consists in a black, hard, heterogeneous soil,
mixed with a very small amount of burnt and unburnt wattle-and-daub.
Digging into the pit, at the upper part of the third layer (-1,34 m) we first
discovered a large mammal cranium (probably horse or cow). Up to this point
no ceramic fragments were found. Continuing the research, between -1,49 and
-1,61 cm we have dug out the remains of 5 in situ broken vessels and some other
pottery fragments. We also uncovered a sharpening sandstone tool (17 x 3,666,80 cm) and also a millstone (21,50 x 8-20,5 cm).
The total number of pottery fragments is 257 out of which 236 are
handmade (92%) and 21 are wheel made (8%). Out of the 257 fragments, we
have identified at least 37 vessels, the most common shape being hand crafted
jars (59%), then wheel made storage vessels (14%), wheel thrown cups (8%),
handmade bowls (8%), hand crafted dacian cups (5%), handmade storage
vessels (3%) and wheel thrown bowls (3%).
Almost all of handmade vessels are made from coarse paste, mixed
with sand, pebbles and grog and the firing is predominantly incomplete in
an oxidizing environment. The breakage patterns observed on the large pots
suggest that the common manufacturing technique was coiling.
The decoration is to be observed only on the jar type vessels and it is
comprised of incised vertical lines, rounded knobs associated with vertical
and horizontal alveolar bands or incised lines. The dacian cups and the large
biconical vessel are not decorated.
The wheel thrown biconical cup, is made from fine paste, tempered
with fine sand and fired in an incomplete reducing environment. The cup lakes
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any kind of decoration and had at least one handle. Trace marks on the outside
surface of the vessel suggest a left to right spinning direction of the wheel.
However, most of the wheel made pottery from this feature was fired
in an oxidizing environment. The trace marks on the shards show evidence of
wheel coiling, especially for the large storage vessels and also wheel throwing
for the smaller ones. As in previous cases we have identified both left to right
and right to left wheel spinning directions.
The association of these types of vessels is typical for the third classical
phase of La Tène period (1st century B.C - 1st century A.D.)17.

Feature no. 36 (Plate XIX-XX).
This pit like feature, was discovered in Section VII, square 36-37, first
observed at -0,72 m and dug into the yellow geological clay, up to 2,00 m. It had
an almost circular section (1,84 x1,84 m) and it was cut by a dwelling dated
to the 6th-7th century A.D. (Feature no. 33) and cut into an older Cernavoda II
waste pit (Feature no. 37). 18The filing is quite similar with the other features
presented above and consists in a grayish-dark soil, with a clayish consistency
mixed with numerous fragments of burnt wattle-and-daub and charcoal.
The pottery was discovered in the upper part of the filing (-0,72-1,30 m),
almost centered on a line across the diameter of the pit (Plate XIX/3). At -1.36
m, towards the southern part of the pit, we have identified an almost complete
skeleton of a young Caprinae (Plate XIX/4). Underneath this level no other
artifacts were uncovered. This situation suggests that the pit could have had
two stages of filling, which we were not able to separate in stratigraphy.
The ceramic inventory consists in 212 pottery fragments out of which
197 are handmade and 15 are wheel made. From this point of view, the ratio
between handmade and wheel made is 93% to 7%.
From this batch of 212 fragments, we have identified at least 32 different
vessels. The shape distribution is quite similar with the other analyzed features.
Just like before we observe again the predominance of handmade jars (58%),
bowls (15%) bitruncated vessels (15%) and handmade storage vessels (3%).
Wheel made bowls, cups, and fruit plates follow these in smaller percentages
(3% each) (Plate XX).
Handmade pottery is fashioned from a coarse paste, heavily tempered
with sand, pebbles and grog. The firing was made in an incomplete oxidizing
environment, giving the pottery a reddish color both on inner and outer
17
18

Crişan 1969, p. 153-165.
Vintilă et alii 2014.
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surfaces, with back cores. The decoration is rare and present mainly on jar type
vessels consisting in rounded knobs and alveolar bands.
Wheel made pottery is made from fine, untempered paste fired both in
a reducing and oxidizing environment. Trace marks on the outside surface of
the vessels suggest left to right and right to left spinning direction of the wheel.
Alongside the wheel thrown technique we also observed wheel coiling.
The shape repertoire and decoration motifs place this feature along with
the others previously presented in the third classical phase of La Tène period
(1st century B.C - 1st century A.D.)19

Feature 39 (Plates XXI-XXIII).
Feature 39 is a large bell shape waste pit (1,96 x 1,52 m) discovered in
Section VIII, square 18-19, at a depth of - 0,70 m. It had multiple stages of filing
consisting in grayish compact soils, mixed with small fragments of charcoal and
burnt wattle-and-daub, alternated with yellowish layers of clay. The bottom of
the pit was reached at -2,05 m (Plate XXI/2, XXII/3). This is one of the most
isolated features discovered during the excavation and the farthermost one
from the lakes shore.
Almost to the bottom of the pit, a large number of pottery fragments
were found. In total, the ceramic inventory of this feature consists in 118 shards
out of which 89% represent handmade pottery fragments and 11% wheel made
(Plate XXIII). In this batch, we have identified a number of at least 24 vessels. As
in the previously presented cases, jar type handmade vessels are predominant
(67%). These are followed by handmade large storage vessels and bowls (8.5%
each), wheel thrown cups (8%), wheel made amphorae (4%) and handmade
biconical vessels (4%).
In terms of paste, tempering and also firing, both handmade and
wheel made pottery in this feature are similar to the ones presented above.
The decoration is present again only on jar type vessels and consists in knobs
sometime associated with horizontal alveolar bands, incised lines and barbotine.
The ceramic material places this feature between the second half of
nd
the 2 century BC and the first half of the 1st BC, as we have identified similar
types of vessels in the settlements of Vadu Anei20, Borduşani-Popină21 and
Cîrlomăneşti-Cetăţuia22.
Crişan 1969, p. 153-165.
Trohani 1998-2000, p. 375-400.
21
Trohani 2006, p. 41-72.
22
Babeş 1975, p. 125-139.
19
20
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Conclusions
The archaeological excavation from Dămăroaia completes the
information of La Tène discoveries known over the Bucharest Plain and on the
banks of Colentina River. In all seven features, the pottery batches are relatively
similar in terms of shape typology, decoration motifs, and technological choices
regarding the raw materials such as clay, temper, and firing conditions.
Feature
number

Batch size
No. of
fragments

Minimum
number of
vessels

Handmade
pottery (%)

Wheel made
pottery (%)

195

46

91%

9%

Feature no. 4
Dwelling no. 1
Feature no. 18
Dwelling no. 2

831

146

Feature no. 36

212

Feature no. 19

684

Feature no. 11

257

Feature no. 39

85%

15%

37

93%

7%

3

0%

100%

37

92%

8%

Table 1. The ratio between handmade and wheel made pottery
(performed on fragmented pottery)
Handmade pottery (%)

Feature
number

Jars

Storage
vessels

Biconical
vessesl

Bowls

Cups

Dacian cups

Feature no. 4
Dwelling no. 1

67%

9%

2%

-

-

-

Feature no. 11

49%

59%

1%

3%

1%

-

Feature no. 39

67%

3%

8,5%

15%

-

-

Feature no. 18
Dwelling no. 2

Feature no. 36

Feature no. 19

58%
-

4%

10%

8%

-

8,5%

-

15%
-

-

Table 2. Main shape categories for handmade pottery
(performed on the minimum number of individuals)
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5%

5%
-

-

Wheel made pottery (%)
Feature number Storage
vessels

Biconical
vessesl

Bowls

Fruit
plates

Cups

Amphorae

-

2%

7%

-

Feature no. 4
Dwelling no. 1

11%

2%

Feature no. 11

14%

-

Feature no. 39

-

Feature no. 18
Dwelling no. 2
Feature no. 36

Feature no. 19

4%
-

100%

11%

-

3%

-

-

3%

3%

-

-

-

-

5%

-

12%

2%

3%

-

8%

8%
-

Table 3. Main shape categories for wheel made pottery
(performed on the minimum number of individuals)

-

4%
-

Coiling is the predominant manufacturing technique observed on
handmade pottery. In this respect, wheel made pottery is more complex, as
we have identified traces of wheel throwing especially on small size vessels,
wheel coiling on larger ones and to a minor extent, wheel finishing. In addition,
we have determined the usage of both left to right and right to left spinning
direction of the potter’s wheel.
Table no. 1 shows that in all features, handmade pottery is not only
predominant, but is predominant to the same extend (around 90%). The second
table shows almost the same kind of pattern when regarding the main shape
categories. Jar type vessels are not just the most predominant shape category in
any given feature but is present in more or less similar amounts in all of them.
The second most representative type is the large storage vessel, followed by
biconical vessels, bowls and then cups.
For the wheel made pottery, the most representative type is the
large storage vessel in terms of percentage. As a matter of fact, the numbers
indicate that wheel made pots were preferred for storage purposes, rather
than handmade pots. Large storage vessels along with the amphorae are the
predominant shape categories identified for the wheel made pottery and these
are indicators for long term storage. In terms of representativity, wheel made
cups are to be found in almost all analyzed features (five out of six). In this
respect, these are followed by bowls, fruit plates, and biconical vessels.
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The different types of vessels found in the analyzed features date back to
the second half of the Iron Age, more precisely to the 2nd century B.C. - 1st century
A.D. Analogies for the ceramic material discovered during 2013 campaign can
be found within the settlements from Bucureşti - Cățelu Nou, Băneasa - La Stejar,
Tei - Ziduri între Vii, Brănești - Vadu Anei.
The architecture of the identified dwellings is rather simple. For both
houses we have found no postholes and the quantity of burnt and unburned
wattle-and-daub is relatively small. Combined with the lack of almost any
internal structures especially kilns and hearts or even clay benches, and also
the relatively small size of the dwelling, we are led to the conclusion that these
were probably just some seasonal light shelters, made mostly out of wood,
used by shepherds of fishermen. These seasonal habitations must have had
a cyclical character. This is suggested by the relative high quantity of pottery.
Some scholars, state that in this third period of La Tene, the classical period,
the wheel made pottery production is increasing and the local potters copy
handmade designs and transfer them using the new technology, the wheel23.
The wheel made pottery, also called the fine pottery is said to be equal, if not
preponderant, in relation to the handmade pottery (common use pottery)24. Our
findings contradict this statement. The wheel made pottery represent less than
10% in all analyzed features (except one).
The quantity of pottery found inside the dwellings and in the waste
pits, the characteristic of these assemblages, the presence of a storage unit
containing large storage vessels, capable of storing up around 500 liters, comes
further to support the idea that we are dealing with a seasonal but repetitive
habitation in this area.
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Plate I. Satellite view of the researched area (1), frame plan of the area
(Bucharest PUZ) (2).
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Plate II. Excavation plan.
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Plate III. S I, Feature 4, Dwelling 1. Plan (1), profile (2).
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Plate IV. S I, Feature 4, Dwelling 1.
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Plate V. S I, Feature 4, Dwelling 1. Different types of jars, knobs, handles.
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Plate VI. S I, Feature 4, Dwelling 1. Handmade storage vessel (152), handmade
fruit plate (127), wheel made bowls (109, 116,129), wheel made cup (121).
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Plate VII. S I, Feature 4, Dwelling 1. Wheel finished biconical vessel (124); wheel
coiled storage vessel (106, 113, 108); sharpening sandstone tool (102).
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Plate VIII. S II, Feature 18, Dwelling 2. Plan (1), profile (2).
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Plate IX. S II, Feature 18, Dwelling 2 (1-2).
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Plate X. S II, Feature 18, Dwelling 2. Different types of handmade jars.
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Plate XI. S II, Feature 18, Dwelling 2. Handmade pottery: biconical vessel (185);
bowls (179,180); fruit plates (181, 182); dacian cups (198, 199, 200, 201); cup
(197); wheel made pottery: fruit plates (213, 219, 223); cups (144, 214, 215, 218,
224), biconical vessel (154).
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Plate XII. S II, Feature 18, Dwelling 2. Wheel made bowls.
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Plate XVIII. SII, Feature 19. Hand made pottery: jars (229, 233, 231, 237, 238,
228); biconical vessel (230); bowls (235,236); dacian cups (226,227); wheel made
pottery: cup (232); millstone (240); sharpening sandstone tool (241).
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Plate XIX. S VII, Feature 36. Details on different stages of excavation.
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Plate XX. S VII, Feature 36. Hand made pottery: jars (320, 321); bowls (318, 325,
326); biconical vessels (322, 323, 319, 324); wheel made pottery: cup (327);
fruit plate (328).
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Plate XXI. S VIII, Feature 39. Plan (1), profile (2).
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Plate XXII. S VIII, Feature 39. Excavation details.
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Plate XXIII. S VIII, Feature 39. Hand made pottery: biconical vessel (342); bowls
(336, 337); wheel made pottery: cups (338, 339); clay tool (341).
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